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We give formulae for the polarization parameters and the amplification and attenuation of coefficients 
of the OH resonance radiation at 1612, 1665, 1667, and 1720 MHz, when the radio waves travel through 
a medium containing OH radicals with arbitrarily oriented spins for the case when ~IIDopp 
>>~IIZeem » Y· 

THE cosmic OH radio emission at a wavelength of 
A = 18 em possesses anomalous peculiarities which 
indicate the presence of coherent stimulated OH radio 
emission in the cosmic medium. These are manifested 
in an extraordinarily high intensity of the emission 
lines with a very narrow width, an abnormal ratio of 
the intensities of the multiplet components and an, as 
a rule, almost complete circular polarization of the 
components. [1-s] 

The present paper deals with the problem of the 
passage of the resonant radio emission with frequencies 
1612, 1665, 1667, and 1720 MHz through a rarefied 
medium which contains free OH radicals, taking the 
orientation of the OH spins into account. We shall as
sume that the populations of the corresponding sub
levels of the A-doublet of the OH ground state(7 J (see 
figure) are given, that is, we shall not consider the 
mechanism through which the inverted populations are 
produced. 

We assume that there is a magnetic field in the 
medium such that 10- 7 Oe < H < 10- 2 Oe and such that 
the magnitude of the Zeeman splitting of the levels 
considered is much larger than their energy width but 
much less than the Doppler width of the radio emission 
lines: 

~" Dopp > ~VZeem > y. (1) 

The system will then be symmetric with respect to 
the direction of H and the component M of the spin F 
along the direction of H will be a good quantum num
ber. If the excitation of the OH levels is random (col
lisions with particles or continuous optical pumping) 
the density matrix characterizing the state of the par
ticles will be diagonal in the energy. Hence, the states 
of the OH molecule under the conditions considered 
can be characterized by the populations of the sub
levels RM( F1T), where FJT = ff and 2± are the spins 
and symmetries of the four levels of the hyperfine 

-----~-r--- FJr = z• 
---t--t---t--1---FK = f + 

structure of the A-doublet of the ground state 
2 II 3; 2 (v = 0, J =%)(see the figure). 

In the case when the spins F are oriented, the at
tenuation and amplification coefficients of the reso
nance radiation, and also the refraction coefficients 
corresponding to them, will depend in an essential way 
on the direction of the line of sight and on the character 
of the polarization. ra, 9 J In such a medium two waves 
with orthogonal, in general elliptical, polarizations K. 

and K- with different propagation velocities and differ
ent damping (or intensification) can propagate in each 
direction. 

The (attenuation or amplification) transmission co
efficients of the resonance radiation K~ corresponding 
to the polarizations K. and K- will be the following 
ones: 

a) for the 11 = 1612 MHz line: 

i!_"'"'_ = [1 _ e-(hv/hTJ•] + ~{ (M)2_- (M) J+ e-(hv.'hTi.j cos{) cos :lea 
ka t, 

3 ( 2 .. 1 +__!_[((ilf'),_-2)- _ \ilf2)1, --- e (hvllk 
4 2 5 \ 3 

)( ( 1 - 3 siu2 tl sin2 ( Eco ± -~)I ; (2) 

{3) for the 11 = 1665 MHz line: 

K~~ = [1- e-(''" i<TJo] =t= _.:!_[\.M)1 . + (M)1 •. e-('".·1''~'1•] co~{) cos 2et; 
k~ 4 

-;[( (M2)1_-4)-( (M')H--~}-<'•"" 7 •o] 

X ( 1 - 3 sin2 it sin2 \( e~ ± ~) l ; 
\ l ' 

(3) 

y) for the 11 = 1667 MHz line: 
K ± 1 
__ "/ __ = [1 _ e (hvHJ,.] + _ . [ (M), + (M)2+ e--(hv hTJ,-] co' it cos 2e7 

kv 11 

- ~[((ilf2)2-- 2)- ( (M2),.>- 2)e-\hv/I•T!rj 
I, 

. \ 1 - :3 si 11 2 () sin2 ( e\' ± -~-)); 
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o) for the 11 = 1720 MHz line: (4) 

K.± 3 --i-· = (1- e-(hv I<Tlo) ±!. [(M) 1-- (.If),.+ e-(hv I•Tlo] cos() cos 2e6 
116 l 

+ 1_ l ~- ( (M•),_- ;.J- ( (M•), - 2)e-(hv I<T•, J 
4 L ,) .3 ! 

x( 1-3sin2itsiu2( E6±: )) . (5) 

Here J is the angle between the direction of the line of 
sight and the field H, k 11 the attenuation coefficient 
(k11 < 0) of the resonance radiation when the spins are 
not oriented and when the upper level is not populated 
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while the total population of the lowest level R( F 71 ) 

= L:)RM( F 71 ) is not changed, 
M 

"6 
n : kp " 

k_'X_ ~~ -~- cxp [ ( 1", J - (-~v~ ) J. (6) 
kll ·-' - • 1<1 - '" k7 , (l 

The spin orientation in the states F 71 is character
ized by the average value of the spin component along 
the direction of H, 

<)!)I·'= - 1 - )', JJH\1 (F') 
H(F') -;-; 

and the average value of the square of the spin com
ponent, 

(7) 

(Jl2 )r' = _ __:1; -~ !112 /lu(F'). (8) 
H(f'J _, 1 

When the spins are not oriented ( M) = 0, ( M2 ) 

= '/3F(F + 1) so that in Eqs. (2) to (5) all terms de
pending on the polarization parameter E and on the 
angle J vanish and 

K,+=K,-=k,(1-e'"l"). (9) 

The parameter e-hv/kT characterizes the ratio of 
the averag~ values of the populations in the upper F + 

and lower F- levels: 

c-'" ,,r ____ (R.,I(F+)) _ _!!JJ7·+l__. ~F +1__ 
-- \R"(F·)>- 2F + 1. R(F-) ' 

We note that 

[( h" \ ( hv \ J [r hv · ( hv ' J "'l' k~)~-- -kT.Ia =cxp \!,;],-\,- k-T), 

(10) 

(11) 

The parameter E characterizes the ellipticity of the 
polarization K±, cos 2E = (I. - L )/ (I. + L) is the de
gree of circular polarization, and sin 2E = 011 - l1 )/ 
(1 11 + I 1 ) the degree of linear polarization. 

For each direction J the value of the parameter E 

is determined by the following expressions: 
a) 1612 MHz line: 

, ~ (ilJ),_- (M) 1+ e-(hv,hT)" cos tt 
t:[O'~I:':x.-=-- --·--_--------· ---1-_----· 

h :·l '/:>((J12)2_- ~)- 1/.;((;112) 1+ -2/:J)e-(hv(RT) 0 sjn2tJ 0 

{3) 1665 MHz line: 
(12) 

. :2 (M), __ + (M)t+ e-lhv/hTJ, cos tt 
C[(v2rr>-::.-:::: ~ ----------_- --------<----·----· 

~ • :1 (012) 1 -2j:,)-((M2) 1 • -2/:J)e·Un·hrl, sin'-() •(l 3) 

y) 1667 MHz line: 
. ~ (JJ),_ + (M/2+ e-(hv;H,, COS tt 

cto h-.-~ - - ------- --- ---- · -- -- ----<--- - ·-- · (14) 
" ' :J ((JJ2) 2_- ~)-((il-12) 2 - ~)e-i"'"'TJ, sin'tt ' 

o) 1720 MHz line: 
. ~ (M),.- (ill),;. e-(hv';/<T)o COS tl 

C[O'~f-'-,-::--t-------~--------~-- . ~--
b :-1 1f,,((ilf2)1_-'J:,)-'/o(<llf2)2+-2)e-(hv/kT)6 sin'tl 

(15) 

The value E = ± 7T/ 4 corresponds to linear polarization. 
Such a state of polarization will occur, independently 
of the direction of the line of sight, if 

(16) 

In particular, if the OH spins are aligned, but not 
polarized, i.e., the directions parallel and antiparallel 
to H are equivalent, ( M) = 0, but ( M2 ) > ~ Y3F(F + 1). 
In the general case for the polarization of the OH spins, 
purely linear polarization of the radiation will occur 
only for J = 90°. 

The values E = 0 and E = 7T /2 correspond to right
hand and left-hand circular polarization. Such a state 
of polarization will exist independent of the direction 
of the light of sight, if 

(M')F_-'/J(Jl+l) =2F+1e-,,.,,f<T (17) 
<M'>".-'!:,F<f'+l) 2F+1 . 

In the general case circular polarization will occur 
only for J = 0 and J = 180°. 

Since the levels of the lowest rotational-vibrational 
2 11 3; 2 and 2 11 1; 2 bands are practically symmetry-de
generate (A-doublets), we may expect that states which 
differ only in symmetry will be excited in the same way 
through collisions and optical pumping with radiation 
with a continuous spectrum, i.e., the character and the 
degree of orientation of the spins in the states F+ and 
F' of the 2 11 3; 2 band (v = 0, J = %) will be very close 
to each other: 

(J1/),.+;:::; (M)F-, (1/2) F+;:::; (Jt2),.- • (18) 

In that case the 1665 and 1667 MHz lines must have al
most purely circular polarization, independent of the 
direction of the line of sight. This situation is also 
observed experimentally. 

When e-llv/kT;;::: 1 the transmission coefficients 
for the right-hand and left-hand circular polarizations 
for the transitions at the 1665 and 1667 MHz frequen
cies will be equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign: 

J{,±(t1) = ±kv((M),- + (M)p+)cos 0, (19) 

i.e., the radiation with one of the polarizations will be 
attenuated, while the other one will be amplified so that 
radiation which is originally unpolarized will obtain a 
high degree of circular polarization, when passing 
through such a medium. 

Our assumptions about the orientation (polarization) 
of the OH spins enable us not only to explain the pre
ponderantly circular polarization of the radiation at the 
frequencies 1665 and 1667 MHz, but also enable us to 
understand how the ratios of the intensities of the com
ponents in the various sub-sources differ enormously 
and even change sign (absorption instead of emission). 
This, of course, is explained by the difference in opti
cal thickness and, principally, by differences in the 
direction of the line of sight and in the degree of orien
tation of the spins. 

The transmission coefficients of the resonance 
radio emission for different lines of the multiplet are 
connected with one another. In particular when J is 
different from 0, 90, or 180° they satisfy (taking their 
sign into account) the following relations: 

(K+ + K )w,, + 1/2,(K+ + K--)1665 + 1/n(K+ + K-)"" 
+ (K+ + K--) 1720 = 12j25k~(1-- e (hv;kT!B) + '•/,k,.(1- e·(hV'kT•·c), 

(K+ + K--)t6t2- 1/o(K+ + K--)H,_,- 1/o(K+--!- K-)""' 
+ (K+ + N-):;,o = (1-- 3/ 2 sin2 1't) {'f2,kr[((ilf2),

- 2fs)- ((Jl12) 1+ _ z;,)e·(hv/hTir] 

+'/oliv[((J/';c -2) _ ((Jlf2)2+-2)e-lhvhT),-j}. 

(20) 

(21) 

For the circularly polarized components the trans
mission coefficients satisfy the relation 

(K+- K-) 1612+ '/,(K+- K-) tee5- 1/,(K+- K-) 1687 + (K+- K-) 1720 = 0. 

(22) 
Equations (20), (21), and (22) remain valid for any 
angle J, if the polarization parameters E are the same 
for all lines of the multiplet. 
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If the OH spins are not oriented, we have, independ
ently of the direction of the line of sight 

/(+ = K-; 1/,Kw., + 1/oKIS67 = Ktm + Kn20. (23) 

The fact that as a rule Eq. (23) is not found to be satis
fied observationally can be caused by an orientation of 
the OH spins. Of course, that (23) is not satisfied may 
be connected also with an averaging over the solid 
angle and over the line of sight. 

An orientation of the OH spins may lead to the fact 
that the transmission coefficient will be positive 
(K11 > 0 ), as can be seen from (2) to (5), i.e., the 
resonance radiation when passing through the medium 
may be amplified rather than attenuated, even in the 
case when the average population of the upper level 
does not exceed the average population of the lower 
level, i.e., e-hv/kT s 1. 

A number of specific peculiarities of the cosmic OH 
radio emission can thus be explained by the orientation 
{polarization) of the OH spins, i.e., by the specific 
population of the magnetic sub-levels which may occur 
either as a result of collisions and chemical reactions 
or as a result of the interaction of the OH with radia
tion. We emphasize that the propagation through the 
medium of the polarized resonance radio emission 
itself must lead to an orientation of the spins of the 
particles in the medium. The initial polarization of 
the radio emission may be caused by the compression 
(or expansion) of the amplifying medium when there is 
a weak magnetic present which is such that 

Ll" ZeeJ!l ~ ~!_ !'._ (24) 
" d:r c 

where dv/dx is the velocity gradient, L the size of 
the amplifying medium, and c the velocity of light. 

We note in conclusion that the relations given above 
which establish a connection between the orientation of 
the OH spins and the attenuation, and amplification, 
coefficients, and the polarization of the resonance 
radio emission which passes through this medium may 
also be of interest both for radio-astronomy, and for 
radio-spectroscopy. 
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